
info@cancersupportmallorca.com
(00 34) 659 887 455

Collaboration Agreement With Local Business

Business name:
Address:
Email:
Phone number:
Contact person:

The undersigned agrees to offer the following to Associacio Cancer Support Mallorca (from now on
CSG) and it’s members:

To have posters and/or leaflets on display. These will be delivered on a regular basis by CSG
volunteers.
To have a CSG shaker on display to raise money for the charity, the shaker will be emptied
by CSG volunteers on a regular basis.
To become a CSG sponsor by pledging €________ a ______________(month/quarter/year);
the sponsorship money can be paid in cash, by transfer, or online (details on our website
DONATE page).
To become a CSG partner and offer a service to all CSG members and or volunteers, please
describe service offered here1:

In return CSG will:

Include you in our sponsor/partner section on our website Directory2.
Feature your business on our social media (Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn and Twitter)
Feature your company in our newsletter.
Offer your company the chance to take part in any fundraising events.

2 Please send a digital version of your logo or an image you would like to use in this advert as well as any information
you would like included.

1 Any services related to health and wellbeing will be included in our Wellness Campaign.
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DATA PROTECTION INFORMATION

DATA PROTECTION OFFICER: ASSOCIACIÓ CANCER SUPPORT MALLORCA (G577773749), CAMI SON TOELLS 19, BAJOS 5
07015 Palma de Mallorca (ILLES BALEARS), info@cancersupportmallorca.com

Both parties accept to comply with all the obligations derived from aplicable Personal Data Protection regulations and
any complementary legislation, in particular, those related to confidentiality and adopting the technical and
organizational security measures necessary to guarantee the protection of personal data. Also, they confirm that they
have been informed of the inclusion of their personal data in the other party's database with the aim of formalising this
contract and meeting and executing the derived obligations, as well as the possibility of sending comercial information
by electronic means. Equally they confirm that they have been informed of any possible foreseen transfer of data, the
time frame which their data can be stored for and where and how they can oppose any commercial messages and
exercise their rights of access, rectification, cancellation, opposition and other rights foreseen in the regulation.

AIM: Provide all the information needed by the entity prior to formalising a collaboration agreement. Send informative
and commercial communications related to the association, including electronic means.

LEGITIMATION: Subject consent.

TRANSFERS: The data will not be transferred to third parties, unless for legal reasons.

RETENTION: As long as the agreement is in operation. For commercial data: until the subject cancels their request.

RIGHTS: The subject can exercise their right to access, rectification, suppression, portability, limitation and opposition by
contacting the data protection officer. In case of a divergence, the subject can present a complaint to the Agencia de
Protección de Datos (www.aepd.es)

Would you like to receive informative and commercial notifications related to the association?

[  ] Yes [  ] No

Please confirm you are in agreement with CSG posting your information on our Website and Social Media as agreed
above

[  ] Yes [  ] No

Date: On behalf of CSG
Name and surname: Name and Surname:
DNI/NIE: DNI/NIE:
Signature: Signature:
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